Laser-sub-cycle two-dimensional electron-momentum mapping using orthogonal two-color fields
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We study laser-sub-cycle control over electron trajectories concomitantly in space and time using orthogonally polarized two-color laser fields. We compare experimental photoelectron spectra of neon recorded by coincidence momentum imaging with photoelectron spectra obtained by semiclassical and numerical solutions of the time-dependent Schrödinger equation. We find that a resolution of a quarter optical cycle in the photoelectron trajectories can be achieved. It is shown that depending on their sub-cycle birth time the trajectories of photoelectrons are affected differently by the ion’s Coulomb field.
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Strong optical fields provide control over the shape of photoelectron trajectories on a sub-optical-cycle time scale. Among the many approaches that employ shaped optical fields for trajectory control, orthogonally polarized two-color (OTC) laser pulses represent a simple yet elegant approach to steer field-ionized electron wave packets not only in time but concomitantly also in space [1–9]. Here, we study to steer field-ionized electron wave packets not only in time but concomitantly also in space [1–9]. Here, we study

\[ E(t) = E_x(t) \cos(\omega t) \hat{e}_x + E_z(t) \cos(2\omega t + \Delta \varphi) \hat{e}_z \]  

where \( \hat{e}_x, \hat{e}_z \) are the unit vectors in the x, z directions, respectively, and \( \Delta \varphi \) is the relative phase between the two colors. Ignoring the binding potential, wave packets detached by the OTC field within different laser quarter cycles are observed in different momentum regions in the polarization plane [3,4]. This is shown in Fig. 1(b) for different relative phases by the same color code as the field’s quarter cycles in Fig. 1(a). A change in the phase of the 400-nm field relative to the 800-nm field changes the OTC field and therewith the driving force for the trajectories of field ionized electron wave packets on sub-cycle time scales, which leads to different time-to-momentum mapping for different \( \Delta \varphi \) [3,4].

The mapping is based on the classical relation \( \vec{p} = -\vec{A}(t_0) \) obtained by neglecting the influence of the ion on the emitted electrons [20]. Here, \( \vec{A}(t) = -\int_{-\infty}^{t} \vec{E}(t')dt' \) is the vector potential and \( t_0 \) is the electron birth time. This relation is widely used to interpret experimental electron spectra, often to extract sub-cycle timing information. In this simplest picture of strong field ionization the graphs in Fig. 1(b) delineate the accessible momentum space for photoelectrons in OTC pulses. A spectrum of photoelectrons is obtained if also the ionization probability in the OTC field is taken into account. Electron momentum spectra predicted by this semiclassical model, referred to as the strong-field classical trajectory (SFCT) model [19], are shown in Fig. 1(b) in comparison to the classical relation discussed above. In the SFCT model, a spectrum is obtained by integration of the classical relation \( \vec{p} = -\vec{A}(t_0) \). The spectrum represents the incoherent sum

Figure 1 illustrates the mapping of emission time to the angle in the laser polarization plane of electron-momentum spectra that is established by the OTC pulses. Figure 1(a) shows one cycle of an OTC pulse consisting of an 800-nm field, linearly polarized along \( x \), and a superimposed, orthogonally polarized 400-nm field along \( z \) (blue) of equal peak intensity. The electric field of the OTC pulse is given by

\[ \vec{E}(t) = E_x(t) \cos(\omega t) \hat{e}_x + E_z(t) \cos(2\omega t + \Delta \varphi) \hat{e}_z \]  

with \( E_x, E_z \) the pulse envelopes along the 800- and 400-nm direction, respectively, and \( \Delta \varphi \) the relative phase between the two colors. Ignoring the binding potential, wave packets detached by the OTC field within different laser quarter cycles are observed in different momentum regions in the polarization plane [3,4]. This is shown in Fig. 1(b) for different relative phases by the same color code as the field’s quarter cycles in Fig. 1(a). A change in the phase of the 400-nm field relative to the 800-nm field changes the OTC field and therewith the driving force for the trajectories of field ionized electron wave packets on sub-cycle time scales, which leads to different time-to-momentum mapping for different \( \Delta \varphi \) [3,4].

The mapping is based on the classical relation \( \vec{p} = -\vec{A}(t_0) \) obtained by neglecting the influence of the ion on the emitted electrons [20]. Here, \( \vec{A}(t) = -\int_{-\infty}^{t} \vec{E}(t')dt' \) is the vector potential and \( t_0 \) is the electron birth time. This relation is widely used to interpret experimental electron spectra, often to extract sub-cycle timing information. In this simplest picture of strong field ionization the graphs in Fig. 1(b) delineate the accessible momentum space for photoelectrons in OTC pulses. A spectrum of photoelectrons is obtained if also the ionization probability in the OTC field is taken into account. Electron momentum spectra predicted by this semiclassical model, referred to as the strong-field classical trajectory (SFCT) model [19], are shown in Fig. 1(b) in comparison to the classical relation discussed above. In the SFCT model, a spectrum is obtained by integration of the classical relation \( \vec{p} = -\vec{A}(t_0) \). The spectrum represents the incoherent sum
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Experimentally, OTC pulses were focused into a supersonic gas jet of neon atoms and the three-dimensional (3D) momentum spectra of the resulting singly charged ions and correlated electrons were measured with a cold target recoil ion momentum spectroscopy (COLTRIMS) setup [22]. The OTC pulses with a field given by Eq. (1) were generated by combining a 46-fs, 800-nm (\(\omega\)) laser pulse, and a 48-fs, 400-nm (2\(\omega\)) pulse, in a collinear geometry at a rate of 5 kHz. The peak intensity in either color was \(E^2 = I_{800\text{nm}} = I_{400\text{nm}} = (1 \pm 0.1) \times 10^{14} \text{ W/cm}^2\). Temporal overlap of the two pulses was ensured by compensating for the different group velocities of the two colors with calcite plates and a pair of fused silica wedges. The latter were also used to vary \(\Delta \varphi\) with a precision of roughly 0.3 as. Calibration of \(\Delta \varphi\) was performed by comparison of the measured and simulated Ne\(^{+}\) yield in the spectral cutoff region; see [23] for details. Further details of the optical and the COLTRIMS setup can be found in Refs. [6] and [19], respectively.

Measured electron-momentum distributions in the polarization plane correlated to Ne\(^{+}\) are shown in Fig. 1(c). The spectra are sensitive to the shape of the OTC field, i.e., to the relative phase \(\Delta \varphi\). The electron spectra show a prominent \(X\)-shaped central structure and weaker fine-scale modulations. The latter are due to wave-packet interferences [24]. The \(X\)-shaped central structure of the photoelectron spectra in Fig. 1(c) can be related to the two-dimensional (2D) evolution of the vector potential via \(\vec{p} = -\vec{A}(t_0)\) that is also reflected in the SFCT spectra [cf. Fig. 1(b)]. However, this correspondence fails, e.g., for \(\Delta \varphi = 0\) and \(\pi\), and there is also a disagreement between \(\Delta \varphi = 0.25\pi\) and \(0.75\pi\) for which the classical relation \(\vec{p} = -\vec{A}(t_0)\) predicts identical spectra, but the measured spectra are markedly different. In the following we will show that in the presence of the parent ion the applicability of the sub-cycle mapping provided by this classical relation becomes limited, and we will provide a detailed analysis of the range of its applicability.

For an in-depth analysis of the photoelectron-momentum distributions beyond the classical relation \(\vec{p} = -\vec{A}(t_0)\) and the SFCT we performed both a three-dimensional TDSE and a classical trajectory Monte Carlo (CTMC) simulation. The TDSE was solved in velocity gauge for the Ne atom described in single active electron approximation using partial wave expansion, subjected to an OTC pulse, whose field is given by Eq. (1), with \(\omega = 0.057\) a.u. (\(\lambda = 800\) nm), and \(\vec{E} = 0.0534\) a.u., corresponding to an intensity of \(10^{14} \text{ W/cm}^2\) for the fields of both colors. The pulse envelopes were chosen as \(f_1(t) = f_2(t) = \sin^2(\pi t / T)\), with \(T\) such that the duration is six cycles of \(\omega\). We neglect ionization from the Ne 2s orbital and consider only ionization from the 2p\(_{\ell}\) orbitals, with \(m = 0, \pm 1\). The electron spectra obtained are averaged over the initial \(m\) sublevels. The effective potential is chosen to mimic the ionization energy of the 2p state to within 1% of the literature value [25]. A comparison of the TDSE results with the measured electron-momentum spectra is made in Fig. 2, where a common background has been removed from the experimental spectra in Fig. 1(c) by partial subtraction of a phase-integrated sum spectrum, similar as in [24], and matching the color scale to that of the TDSE spectra. In contrast

FIG. 1. (Color online) (a) Electric fields of the 400-nm (blue) and 800-nm pulse. The colors encode quarter cycles of the 800-nm field. (b) Field-driven electron momentum \(\vec{p} = -\vec{A}(t_0)\) for a single cycle of the OTC field in the plane of polarization for various phases \(\Delta \varphi\) between fundamental and second harmonic. (c) Measured electron-momentum distributions correlated to Ne\(^{+}\) in the \(xz\)-polarization plane of the OTC pulse with \(|p_x| < 0.1\) a.u. (d) Electron momentum spectra calculated the same way as those in (b) but with \(\vec{p}(t_0)\) extracted from Fig. 2(d), thereby accounting for the parent ion’s influence. The momentum \(\vec{p} = -\vec{A}(t_0)\) is underlaid in gray.

over all possible birth times \(t_0\) at which a wave packet is emitted at the origin with a probability determined by the ionization rate [21]. To account for the momentum width of the electron wave packets a narrow Gaussian distribution around \(\vec{p} = -\vec{A}(t_0)\) is introduced.
to the SFCT the TDSE very well reproduces the experimental phase-dependent asymmetries.

To further examine the origin of the discrepancy between experiment and the SFCT prediction, we now compare the experimental spectra to CTMC simulations with and without the influence of the parent ion potential on the electron trajectories. In brief, we solve Newton’s equations of motion for an electron released from the $2p$ orbital of a neon atom interacting with an OTC laser field as given by Eq. (1). The electron release rate and the initial momentum distribution of the trajectories perpendicular to the instantaneous OTC field vector are given by tunneling theory [26]. After ionization the electron is placed at the outer point where the field-suppressed Coulomb potential equals the binding potential, respectively at the origin when the Coulomb potential is turned off. Further details of the simulations can be found in, e.g., Refs. [27,28].

The parameters of the OTC field are $\omega = 0.057$ a.u., $\dot{E} = 0.0534$ a.u. (the same as in the TDSE simulations) and the pulse envelopes $f_x(t)$ and $f_z(t)$ are 1 for the first 18 and 36 cycles, respectively, and then gradually decrease to zero within three and six cycles, respectively, to imitate the experimental conditions.

Results of the CTMC simulations without the Coulomb field are shown in Fig. 2(c). The CTMC spectra resemble the SFCT spectra from Fig. 1(b), from which they differ by an accurate quantitative treatment of the initial electron-momentum distribution [26]. Because of that the spectral structures become wider and start to overlap, and therefore the X-shaped structures are somewhat blurred. We have checked that the SFCT results are recovered when the momentum spread is artificially limited to about 0.3 a.u. In order to understand the role of the ionic Coulomb potential in the photoelectron dynamics, we have performed another set of CTMC calculations in which the Coulomb potential $V(r) = -1/r$ has been included. The results of these simulations are shown in Fig. 2(d). In comparing Figs. 2(c) and 2(d) it is striking how strongly the Coulomb field of the parent ion distorts the final electron momenta. The good qualitative agreement between the TDSE (b) and the CTMC (d) simulations verifies that the main features of the quantum calculation are captured very well in the classical picture. These results clearly show that the deviations of the measured photoelectron-momentum distributions from the classical model (distortions and asymmetries) are caused by a purely classical effect, namely the additional driving force of the ionic Coulomb potential.

To identify those classes of trajectories that experience a strong distortion by the parent ion’s Coulomb field we separated the photoelectron-momentum distribution into four parts based on a selection of trajectories in the CTMC simulations
explained with a Coulomb field that counteracts the laser field and holds back the departing electrons, especially at the first few turning points of the direct trajectories where the parent ion’s field has a strong influence. For recollision trajectories in contrary, the Coulomb force at the first turning point, when the electron starts to return to the ion, is pulling in the same direction as the laser field. Thereby, the recollision velocity is increased, which renders the relative influence of the Coulomb driving force comparatively less important, leaving merely Coulomb focusing in the lateral direction.

In order to understand in detail the sub-cycle dynamics underlying the different behavior of the direct and recolliding trajectories, we extracted from the CTMC spectra in Fig. 2(d) the final average electron momentum for each birth time, \( \vec{p}(t_0) \), obtained by integration over the initial electron-momentum distribution. The values \( p_x(t_0) \) and \( p_z(t_0) \) are depicted in Figs. 3(e)–3(h) for different \( \Delta \varphi \), in comparison with \( p_z = -A_{x,z}(t_0) \) of purely field-driven trajectories assumed in the time-to-momentum mapping of OTC fields [3–5]. The comparison reveals that on the large scale the electron momentum \( \vec{p}(t_0) \) roughly follows the value \( -\vec{A}(t_0) \). However, there is a suspicious phase shift between them, and for some \( t_0 \) there are also fast wiggles visible. Figure 1(d) visualizes how these deviations translate into the overall electron-momentum spectra. To calculate these spectra we have applied a procedure analogous to the SFT described above, but summing up the values \( \vec{p}(t_0) \) instead of \( -\vec{A}(t_0) \). Note that only sub-cycle periods with an essential ionization rate in Figs. 3(e)–3(h) contribute substantially to this procedure. The resulting spectra in Fig. 1(d) capture the experimentally observed asymmetries and distortions to a large degree. The overall phase shift between \( \vec{p}(t_0) \) and \( -\vec{A}(t_0) \) is visible in Fig. 1(d) as a shift of the transition between quarter cycles from the pure field-induced mapping. This results in a timing failure of the mapping on the order of \( 2\pi/(32\omega) \). The fast wiggles, most visible for the (direct) green and yellow quarter cycles, result in the severe spectral distortions such as the missing parts for \( \Delta \varphi = 0/\pi \).

In conclusion, we investigated the applicability of the sub-cycle time-to-momentum mapping provided by OTC fields with respect to the influence of the parent ion on the mapping. We found that depending on their sub-cycle birth time the trajectories of photoelectrons are affected differently by the ion’s Coulomb field. While recollision trajectories are focused, direct trajectories are defocused or strongly scattered. The observed Coulomb defocusing of direct trajectories adds to the variety of Coulomb distortions and likely accounts for the large angle scattering part of the Coulomb distorted transverse photoelectron momentum in linear polarization [29].
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